Grangegorman Development Agency

Minutes / Action List

Meeting:

Community Liaison Committee

Date / Time / Location:

11th July 2018

Present:

Mr Alec Darragh, Garda Seamus Fogarty, Ms Maire Mellerick, Ms Lori
Keeve

Apologies:

Ms Hazel Beattie, Cllr Janice Boylan, Cllr Aine Clancy, Ms Patricia Clerkin,
Mr Ronan Doyle, Mr Brian Gormley, Ms Lorna Maguire, Mr Brian
O’Connell, Mr Neil O’Riordan, Ms Maureen O’Sullivan TD, Cllr Nial Ring,
Mr Stephen Toomey

Item

General Discussion / Action

1.

Minutes

1.1.

The minutes of the last meeting were agreed.

2.

Matters Arising

2.1.

LK noted some member changes with Hazel Beattie to replace
Sinead Collins as DITSU rep, and HSE’s Stephen Toomey having
moved on. She also highlighted that the GDA elections process
has commenced, which will see new community reps on the
group once completed.
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2.2.

AD requested that CLC meeting attendance be reviewed again in
light of the meeting’s poor attendance. It was suggested that
having more community representation could be a good idea. LK
noted that with the GDA elections process now in train, the CLC
should have new members by the time the next meeting take
place. AD requested a follow-up on whether the CLC minutes are
being circulated to the GDA registered groups as previously GDA
requested.

2.3.

AD requested that further programme information for the PPPs
is included in the 3 week look-ahead on the website. MM agreed
to look into getting a more detailed PPPs programme of works MM
for publication.

2.4.

MM noted that the contractor numbers are on the website and
correct. She added that she is also working on getting them
posted at the site entrances so that it is clear who to contact
should any issues arise. MM agreed to follow up on getting the MM
agreement from the PPP contractor regarding the temp. car park
area at East Quad as soon as possible. AD strongly noted that the
residents do not want that area used for anything other than the
car park. MM noted that the GDA can offer the contractor
another place onsite for steel-fitting. MM noted that the window
washing will take place as soon as the GDA observations on the
agreement have taken place.
MM

2.5.

SF noted that the Garda Community day was a great success on
campus and very well attended.
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3.

Community Matters

3.1.

SF noted that he has been monitoring the area since the previous
reports of anti-social behaviour on campus. MM highlighted that
this issue has also been raised with GEM. She noted that the
security guards on campus can only do so much and informed
the group that there are plans to put signage in place to
encourage the community to also take responsibility for the
area. She requested that if there is an incident, that people fill in
an incident report in Rathdown House so there is a record of it.
SF added that the Gardaí should be informed of all criminal
instances also as they will endeavour to catch them as they are
happening. SF agreed to update the group on progress of the
proposed Garda Chief office at Grangegorman as it is confirmed.

3.2.

MM agreed to revert to the group on the plans for traffic calming MM
measures on Grangegorman Lower. AD specifically requested
information on getting speed ramps there.

3.3.

AD requested GDA support with the residents in challenging
the planning application for a change of use on the student
accommodation at the corner of Fitzwilliam Place and
Grangegorman Lower. The planning application is to use the
building as holiday apartments outside student term. MM
noted that she will follow up with the GDA Planner and revert
back.

4.

Project Update

4.1.

MM gave an overview of the extension of St Brendan’s Way to
link the site with Broadstone noting that it is hoped that this
key route will open in the autumn. It was also noted that the
route would have lighting and CCTV and be managed the same
way as on the campus.
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4.2.

LK gave an update on all other live projects on site starting with
the healthcare projects.
Primary Care Centre
It was noted that the centre is now fully operational with the
Thompson Centre having moved in since the last meeting. It
was highlighted that there have been no issues raised to date.
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Residential Care Centre
It was noted that the Design Team has been appointed and will
be announced shortly. The CLC was informed that
topographical surveys of the site have been carried out and
initial meetings are now taking place with HSE user groups.
4.3.

D7ET School
LK noted that the school has now received planning permission
and the GDA is progressing the plans with Grafton Architects.
The current programme is for opening in September 2021.

4.4.

DIT Programme III
The GDA is awaiting confirmation of funding from the
Department of Education & Skills for this phase of works which
includes the Academic Hub, Energy Centre and Phase I Student
Accommodation. LK informed the CLC that the evaluations for
the Design Team for the West Quad has been completed and
the appointment is imminent.

4.5.

Updated were also provided on:
• Conservation Services
• The recent Apprenticeship Fair
• Plans for Culture Night
• The GDA Elections

5.

Any Other Business

5.1.

AD noted the local feeling of being deprived of using the sports
pitches to have a kick-about and the perception of the campus
as a park. MM agreed to bring the matter to GEM to see if some
kind of temporary arrangement could be sought. She also
highlighted the importance of making people aware that the
campus is not a park and most of the grass areas are future
building plots.
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5.2.

MM agreed to get the site manager contacts for SF in order to
organise a short meeting around materials in the months leading
up to Halloween.

5.3.

AD requested that the site area to the backs of Grangegorman
Villas East is cleaned up. MM agreed to revert back on when SAP
will be on site to undertake plant maintenance.

6.

Next Meeting

6.1.

LK noted that the next meeting of the CLC will be held after the
GDA elections and the new Board is appointed.
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